The Alfred
Delp Concert
Hits a High
Note
I

was delighted when I saw the many
radiant smiles facing me. As the melodious and sweet sounds of classical
music played by elementary school
children filled the room, I noticed an
elderly man gleefully and energetically waving his arms, as if imagining
himself to be a prominent conductor.
Elderly women sitting nearby smiled
throughout the entire performance
and their eyes shone with joy. The
gratitude of the audience was such
that by the end of the performance
every attendee individually presented a beautiful plant they had
personally planted and grown to
each of the young performers!
The Alfred Delp Haus, located in
Oberursel, provides assistance and
housing to elderly disabled
individuals. FIS has had a long
connection to the home.
Approximately eleven years ago, the
Alfred Delp Garden began as a CAS
opportunity for FIS students to
garden with individuals from the
home. Ms. Raoul des Essarts (many
may know her as being one of our
wonderful nurses at FIS) now
coordinates the Alfred Delp Garden
and introduced me to the wonderful
individuals from the home when I
joined the Alfred Delp Garden last
November. Being musically inclined, I
thought it would be amazing to
organize a concert for the residents
of the home. The CAS program at FIS
funded the transportation to the
event, and Ms. Borsodi (our incredible
orchestra instructor at FIS) worked

enthusiastically with the Elementary
School orchestra to come up with a
marvelous program. The passion and
zeal of the students made it a
wondrous and unforgettable
evening!
There is no better feeling than being
able to give the gift of music to a
group of individuals. This experience
affirmed my belief in the true
purpose of music: to bring joy and
hope to others. As a senior at FIS, I
strongly encourage younger students
to organize and take part in similar
opportunities that allow us to share
our joys and the blessings we are so
fortunate to have. It is experiences
such as these that we as students will
always remember and treasure from
our school days.
Andrea,
Grade 12
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